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Bechah Shae at the tower of David in the Old City of Jerusalem 

 

If the Lost tribes of Israel be made known through DNA. It would help to understand the PASSION we 

find around the world that originated in Israel, to obey the word and follow the ONE GOD. Simply put, 

this passion is needed to restore the Family, re-establish the Three Blessings on earth. We need 

WARRIORS FOR PEACE AND FAMILY...With True Mother's Proclamation of Vision 2020 coming 

upon the world in the form of great spiritual help from True Parents of Heaven and Earth Eternally- We 

will more clearly understand that Abraham, Isaac/Ishmael, and Jacob gave us the tradition of Holy 

Marriage under God; even though it took centuries to be fully realized. Jews, then Christians our elder 

brothers suffered many things to build the tradition of one man/ one-woman marriage 'till death do them 

part' and indeed the world moved forward rapidly from that time on. Yet those values are no longer held 

in esteem and look at the unfolding rage. Some say the rage is because of broken families which we need 

to get out from under. The truth is Heavenly Parents advanced the world to a better place when Jewish 

forefathers followed these new traditions and now will come to the forefront again sooner than you think. 

Marriage has made womanhood safer, more equal, childhood safer, more special. Free uninhibited sex 

leaves vacuums in its wake that crushes the foundation of God's Hope for mankind. 

 

God does his best work in hopeless situations and many of those alive today will live to see the day when 

the children of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, reunite as one in Holy Marriage under God the Heavenly 

Parents. Jew, Christian, and Muslim will one day intermarry and lead the world to a better place. Even 

Leonard Nimoy (Star Trek) of Jewish descent created the Vulcan Blessing and greeting based on the 

ancient Jewish marriage ceremonial tradition; these things should not be lost in our understanding of how 

God foretells the way forward. Holy Marriage Ceremony brought to this world by Reverend Sun Myung 

Moon in our lifetimes will bear fruit sooner than you can imagine; the difference being only that no 

longer will it be 'until death do them part' instead it will be forever. Who wants love to last only for a 

while? here is an American-Indian influenced song of Passion about this 'coming together' phenomenon 

by Bechah Shae called HEARTBEAT. I think this is a big part of God's Plan for the FIRST DAYS: 

Monsei True Parents! 

 

 


